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Esau: The Man

I have good news for you. We live at a very unique time in history! How blessed we are to get to see the things that our Biblical predecessors wanted to see. And how blessed are we that we get to UNDERSTAND the things that even Daniel didn’t understand.

God gives His people signs...He doesn’t give signs to the Pharisees, vipers and hypocrits, but God is very good about keeping His people informed, isn’t he? It’s kind of like having to belong to the organization in order to get the newsletter.

I pray to know exactly WHERE we are in our prophesied journey. Well, I can tell you that God has NOT revealed to me exactly WHERE we are, but in His mercy He has given us a sign to let us know that Biblical prophecy is right on track.

Compare this end time journey to a road trip. It can be irritating on a road trip with your family with the kids constantly asking “are we there yet?” But every once in awhile, it helps when mom or dad gives a positive sign that the family is moving right along and in the right direction. The children might not know exactly what time the destination will be reached, but seeing the signs along the way is encouraging. In fact, I’ll bet you rely on those road signs for your own serenity when you’re driving!

Those road signs really help us, don’t they? Can you imagine traveling across country with no road signs? It would take almost no time at all – once we got outside our own territory – for us to get lost. And there are so many places that look like the place we want to be in, but they aren’t. Those signs reassure us that we are on the right road going to the right place. And as long as dad shares that information with the kids, everyone is usually happy. ...That and a couple of pit stops, right?

Well, Abba has given us a sign to help us know that His prophesied world events are still on track and that HE is still driving the car. This sign doesn’t tell us WHEN anything is going to happen...It doesn’t specify any dates or anything like that. The sign merely tells us that we’re on the right road. We are going to get to our destination. If you’re like me, you’re asking “are we there yet?” Well, we’re not quite there yet, but we’re on track.

One of God’s signs to us comes from the blessings of Jacob and Esau in Genesis 27. Before I show you the sign, we first have to take a journey, starting in the Book of Obadiah, then to Genesis, the beginning, until we reach end right in front of the sign. Let’s look at the Book of Obadiah:

Oba 1:6 How are the things of Esau searched out! how are his hidden things sought up!

That’s what this teaching is: Learning to search out the secret things of Esau; learning to read the SIGN of Esau. Let’s turn to Genesis chapter 27.

This Jacob’s blessing from Isaac. Jacob’s blessing:
Gen 27:28 Therefore God give thee of the dew of heaven, and the fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine:
Gen 27:29 Let people serve thee, and nations bow down to thee: be lord over thy brethren, and let thy mother’s sons bow down to thee: cursed be every one that curseth thee, and blessed be he that blesseth thee.
This is Esau’s blessing from Isaac. Esau’s blessing:
Gen 27:39 And Isaac his father answered and said unto him, Behold, thy dwelling shall be the fatness of the earth, and of the dew of heaven from above;
Gen 27:40 And by thy sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve thy brother; and it shall come to pass when thou shalt have the dominion, that thou shalt break his yoke from off thy neck.

We’re going to find out what verse 40 means.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jacob</th>
<th>Esau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dew of heaven</td>
<td>Dew of heaven shall be his dwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatness of the earth</td>
<td>Fatness of the earth shall be his dwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plenty of corn and wine</td>
<td>Live by the sword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People will serve Jacob</td>
<td>Serve Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nations bow down to Jacob</td>
<td>Grow to have dominion (not necessarily a majority)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be Lord of his brethren</td>
<td>Prophecy: Will break the yoke of Jacob from his neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The blessing of Abraham</td>
<td>Blessing of Abraham missing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have been looking at Islam as T-H-E enemy, as if Islam is our greatest threat. Islam IS our enemy, but Islam is not T-H-E enemy because it is the WEAPON OF the enemy. We need to find out WHO is wielding this weapon!

Islam is NOT prophesied by name or direct implication in scripture. Islam can only be ascertained through the inference of the connection of Ishmael to modern Islam. There is an enemy hiding BEHIND the weapon of Islam – using Islam as a cover – that is more formidable than the Islamic threat and that has exercised HEAVY influence over Islam. This enemy’s end will be more dire than the end of any other people on earth, including the Muslims, many of whom will escape when the enemy behind the weapon of Islam is destroyed. The problem we face is in identifying this wielder of the weapon of Islam. Always remember, the enemy you cannot see is the most dangerous one of all!

That’s where this sign comes in. WHO is this enemy? WHERE is he now? WHAT kind of ideology powers him? WHAT is behind his blood thirst? HOW can we learn to recognize him?

The answer to “who is this enemy” is easy. His name is Esau. The rest is not so easy because Esau is HIDDEN everywhere in the world. Ishmael is easy to find; he can be seen. But his powerful compatriot, Esau, is hard to find. In a little bit we’ll find out WHY Esau is so hard to find. We’ll find out why is Esau hidden. And later on, we’ll discover that he’s been under our noses all this time, but we couldn’t see him. Again, the most dangerous enemy is the one you can’t see!

The blessing Isaac gave to Esau is more like a curse than a blessing. For us, it IS a blessing because it contains THE SIGN. The blessing says a time is coming when Esau will GAIN DOMINION and break free of a problem – a yoke - that he has carried with him from the time that he received the blessing. Literally, this prophecy tells us that Esau will be a servant to Jacob – and like a servant, he would necessarily be out of sight, out of mind, like most servants are. He literally will have what we call “a low profile”. At some point, he will have a high profile. Anytime someone goes from having a low profile to having a high profile he becomes more easily identifiable. Now it is possible to identify Esau in the earth.
Notice that Jacob GETS the dew of heaven and the fatness of the earth, but Esau gets to dwell there. Like a guy renting a house. It’s not his! He can’t do whatever he wants or needs to with it. Forever, Esau has to live with the fact that he will dwell where the dew of heaven and the fatness of the earth are but the rightful owner is someone else: Jacob. Esau has the right to access the dew of heaven and the fatness of the earth, just like the renter has the right to access the water and use the kitchen, but someone else owns these.

The blessings of Jacob and Esau have near and far fulfillments. Much of these blessings have not yet come to pass. For instance, Jacob is not yet served by all the other nations. Jacob will be lord over his brethren which is a clear reference to Yeshua the Messiah who truly will reign over everyone on earth, but Yeshua is not yet reigning on earth. And Jacob having plenty of corn and wine, living the plentiful life of ease – well that has partly come to pass especially when Jacob first entered the Land of Israel. I'm sure that was just a foretaste, though, of a later fulfillment to come, specifically in the Messianic Kingdom.

Esau will earn his living by the sword, plundering from wars or working as a mercenary. We’re going to see that this is exactly what Esau has done. So, Esau gets second place, yet it is said that he will one day gain DOMINION which means he will have first place.

Further, reading Esau’s blessing in order, it appears Esau will break the yoke AFTER he gets DOMINION – he will break the burden of Jacob from his neck AFTER he gets the DOMINION. Keep this in mind. It implies that there is a particular time in history when Esau will rise to power.

### The Physical Traits of The Two Seeds

Let's turn our attention to the physical attributes of Esau. The two babies, Esau and Jacob, could not have been more different. Esau was a rough and rugged type. Genesis says he was hairy all over.

Genesis 25:25 And the first came out red, all over like an hairy garment; and they called his name Esau.

Esau’s hairiness is from the Hebrew word “say-ar”. He was like a hairy garment – k’addreth, in Hebrew. As hairy as an animal! The Bible says he also was rough: asah.

This hairy baby was also ruddy or reddish. The Bible does not specify whether both his skin and hair were ruddy, ad-mo-nee in Hebrew, or whether just one or the other was ruddy. Isaac and Rebecca named this hairy (say-ar), rough (asah), reddish (admoni) baby Ay-sav. Esau.

Esau was a physical man, a rough and tough character. He was a man of the field who enjoyed hunting and killing things more than life itself.

Gen 25:27 And the boys grew: and Esau was a cunning hunter, a man of the field; and Jacob was a plain man, dwelling in tents.

By contrast, Jacob was the gentle guy: the cook, the farmer and today would possibly be a geek. Jacob was probably well versed in medicinal herbs and used them for the health of the flock he LEGALLY and ETHICALLY obtained from Laban. He peeled the bark of the limbs of the trees to expose the entire medicine within the limb to the water in the troughs. With this, he prevented water belly, calcium build up in the urinary tracts, gynecological problems and various
inflammations. So Jacob was a careful, methodical man who loved learning. He was an excellent shepherd.

Esau cannot be a shepherd because he is a stalker, a killer, not a protector. He preferred to live the rugged life like the life of those rough and tough characters of American history that we now call mountain men. The two job descriptions of Jacob and Esau are adverse to each other. We will learn more about this later because right now we’re going to look at the history of the Edomites and I think we’re going to get some surprises!

We’re going to jump all the way forward now to Gen 36. And we’re going to study the begats!

Genesis 36:8 Thus dwelt Esau in mount Seir: Esau is Edom.

The quick and easy description of the location of Mount Seir that became Edom is: An Iron Age kingdom of southern Jordan.

OR: An ancient country of Palestine between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba whose ancient capital of Edom was Bozrah. Keep that in mind for later on.

The region called Edom was inhabited by the Horites. They were among the tribes involved in the war that lead to Lot’s capture in Genesis 14, the war that lead to Abraham rising up to go to war to get Lot back.

How did Esau obtain the region of Mount Seir? He TOOK it! You see, Esau was a warrior, but he was cunning, he was a stalker...a guy who goes around TAKING what he wants through war, stealth and clandestine operations. We’ll learn more about the word “cunning” in the next section. So Esau went to cunningly “absorb” the Horites and conquer them by war. Some people call that “assimilation”. I think that word is too nice for what Esau does. Let’s look at the begats to see that the scriptures show us a pattern:

Gen 36:1 Now these are the generations of Esau, who is Edom.
Gen 36:2 Esau took his wives of the daughters of Canaan; Adah the daughter of Elon the Hittite, and Aholibamah the daughter of Anah the daughter of Zibeon the Hivite;
Gen 36:3 And Bashemath Ishmael’s daughter, sister of Nebajoth.
Gen 36:4 And Adah bare to Esau Eliaphaz; and Bashemath bare Reuel;
Gen 36:5 And Aholibamah bare Jeush, and Jaalam, and Korah: these are the sons of Esau, which were born unto him in the land of Canaan.
Gen 36:6 And Esau took his wives, and his sons, and his daughters, and all the persons of his house, and his cattle, and all his beasts, and all his substance, which he had got in the land of Canaan; and went into the country from the face of his brother Jacob.
Gen 36:7 For their riches were more than that they might dwell together; and the land wherein they were strangers could not bear them because of their cattle.
Gen 36:8 Thus dwelt Esau in mount Seir: Esau is Edom.

So Esau moved his small family to Mount Seir. While Esau was in the Horite’s Mount Seir area, he began to have generations. In other words, Esau’s family grew and grew and grew...

Gen 36:9 And these are the generations of Esau the father of the Edomites in mount Seir:
Gen 36:10 These are the names of Esau's sons; Eliaphaz the son of Adah the wife of Esau, Reuel the son of Bashemath the wife of Esau.
Gen 36:11 And the sons of Eliaphaz were Teman, Omar, Zepho, and Gatam, and Kenaz.
Gen 36:12 And Timna was concubine to Eliphaz Esau's son; and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek: these were the sons of Adah Esau's wife.
Gen 36:13 And these are the sons of Reuel; Nahath, and Zerah, Shammah, and Mizzah: these were the sons of Bashemath Esau's wife.
Gen 36:14 And these were the sons of Aholibamah, the daughter of Anah the daughter of Zibeon, Esau's wife: and she bare to Esau Jeush, and Jaalam, and Korah.

This generational list is a HINT on what is about to happen at Mount Seir. Remember, the Horites were no cowards. These were warriors, but I guarantee you, they didn't see Esau coming until it was too late! Let us not make the same mistake!

Deuteronomy 2: 22 talks about how God drove out the Horites for Esau.

Deu 2:22 As he – God - did to the children of Esau, which dwelt in Seir, when he destroyed the Horims from before them; and they – Esau - succeeded them – the Horites - and dwelt in their stead even unto this day:

Now, let's go back to Genesis 36, verse 15, where the language suddenly changes:

Gen 36:15 These were dukes of the sons of Esau: the sons of Eliphaz the firstborn son of Esau; duke Teman, duke Omar, duke Zepho, duke Kenaz,
Gen 36:16 Duke Korah, duke Gatam, and duke Amalek: these are the dukes that came of Eliphaz in the land of Edom; these were the sons of Adah.
Gen 36:17 And these are the sons of Reuel Esau's son; duke Nahath, duke Zerah, duke Shammah, duke Mizzah: these are the dukes that came of Reuel in the land of Edom; these are the sons of Bashemath Esau's wife.
Gen 36:18 And these are the sons of Aholibamah Esau's wife; duke Jeush, duke Jaalam, duke Korah: these were the dukes that came of Aholibamah the daughter of Anah, Esau's wife.
Gen 36:19 These are the sons of Esau, who is Edom, and these are their dukes.

Now, all of a sudden, it isn't about the SONS or generations of Esau anymore; it's about his DUKES!

Let's take a closer look at the word “Duke”. Strong's H441 – aw-loof in Hebrew - means "chieftain" and "governor". This form of governing – local chieftainship or local governorship – has been used from antiquity from the time of the Roman Empire all the way to modern America! But before that, it was used by Esau!

Esau set up localized government – Dukes - at Mount Seir WITHIN the Horite government. You see, there were still SOME Horites left. And apparently they were still in power as rulers at this point because Esau's power was only that of Dukes! We know this because after the mention of Esau's Dukes, the Bible still speaks of the sons of Seir the Horite. So, some Horites were still there. So, beside driving out the Horites with God's help, Esau also dispossessed them until there were no Horites left. Let's look at verse 20 to see what I mean.

Gen 36:20 These are the sons of Seir the Horite, who inhabited the land; Lotan, and Shobal, and Zibeon, and Anah,

The sons of Seir the Horite would have been in powerful positions, but notice what happens next...
Gen 36:21 And Dishon, and Ezer, and Dishan: these are the dukes of the Horites, the children of Seir in the land of Edom. Skipping down to verse 29 -

Gen 36:29 These are the dukes that came of the Horites; duke Lotan, duke Shobal, duke Zibeon, duke Anah,
Gen 36:30 Duke Dishon, duke Ezer, duke Dishan: these are the dukes that came of Hori, among their dukes in the land of Seir.

Just as suddenly as Esau rose to power, the Horites lost power because now they’re reduced to Dukes and not rulers. Did you see how that happened? Now isn’t that interesting? The Horite descendants took up the practice of having localized governments WITHIN the ranks of Esau. Esau moved in; he formed a localized government WITHIN the Horite culture and before the Horites that were left knew what happened, they were following Esau’s form of government and were reduced to localized power only!

Gen 36:31 And these are the kings that reigned in the LAND OF EDOM, before there reigned any king over the Children of Israel.

Now, at this point, the land is called EDOM, not Mount Seir and not “the land of the Horites”. And Kings? Esau went from having mere localized governments within the large one to having KINGS to rule OVER the Horites. Here is what God wants us to see: #1) God Himself paves the way for Esau through war. This is all part of God’s plan to justly destroy His enemies and bring the earth back under His control.

#2) Cultural absorption is not the Islamic M-O, it is the Edomite M-O! They dwell in the places they want to take over. They always form their own government within the existing government. They encroach on the culture until the culture accepts their form of government.

Islam today is a perfect example of this absorption. I say absorption because they don’t assimilate INTO a culture, they CHANGE it! Islam has changed our sister country, Britain, to the point where the British will not even teach their children British history any longer because it might offend a Muslim. On April 27th of this year, 2010, an article from fsa.gov.uk – the British government website – announced quite proudly that the UK now is home to the first wholly Sharia compliant retail bank in the West, Islamic Bank of Britain, which was authorized by the FSA. Might I submit to you that Islam is on track to do the same thing in America?

In fact, it has already happened in America. A few years ago, in 2004, some stupid people voted some Muslims into elective office in the American Congress for the first time (Keith Ellison of Minnesota and Barack Hussein Obama of Illinois) and now – in just a few years - we have a MUSLIM King…what we call a President! Hopefully his tenure will NOT turn out to be for life like the rulers of Esau, but that also is the Islamic M-O, isn’t it?

There is another thing to note about Esau’s government. Pay attention to the successions:

Gen 36:32 And Bela the son of Beor reigned in Edom: and the name of his city was Dinhabah.
Gen 36:33 And Bela died, and Jobab the son of Zerah of Bozrah reigned in his stead.
Gen 36:34 And Jobab died, and Husham of the land of Temani reigned in his stead.
Gen 36:35 And Husham died, and Hadad the son of Bedan, who smote Midian in the field of Moab, reigned in his stead; and the name of his city was Avith.
Gen 36:36 And Hadad died, and Samlah of Masrekah reigned in his stead.
Gen 36:37 And Samlah died, and Saul of Rehoboth by the river reigned in his stead.
Gen 36:38  And Saul died, and Baalhanan the son of Achbor reigned in his stead.
Gen 36:39  And Baalhanan the son of Achbor died, and Hadar reigned in his stead: and the name of his city was Pau; and his wife's name was Mehetabel, the daughter of Matred, the daughter of Mezahab.

Bela, listed in verse 32, was the first Edomite ruler – or King - of Edom. An interesting note about Bela, the son of Beor, from the Jewish Encyclopedia is that he is also called Balaam... you know...that guy who went to curse the Children of Israel on behalf of Balak? Balaam was an Edomite!

But, did you notice that none of the rulers listed there were related to each other? This means Esau’s form of government was an elective government, not a monarchy that is passed from father to son. We can reason that this was from elections because there were no wars mentioned regarding the transfer of power. So it was Esau, not the Greeks, who invented the elective form of government!

Wikipedia defines democracy as a political form of government in which governing power is derived from the people, either by direct referendum or by means of elected representatives of the people.

Wait a minute! All our history books teach that democracy came from Greece, but our Bibles reveal something different and quite extraordinary. Elective government, also known as democracy, came from Esau! In the original Greek form, only the males voted. But not all males voted. Only aristocratic males were allowed to vote. This is the same kind of situation we see in the list of Edomite rulers. There is no mention that the people elected the rulers. Without the Bible making mention of any warfare regarding who would succeed each ruler, the only alternative is that the ruling elite of Edom participated in electing the successor. Thus, Greece adopted democracy from the Edomites!

Also, what appears to be happening here is a wandering capital. Whoever got elected to be the King reigned from the city from which he came. In addition, there were local governments headed up by Edomite Dukes, what we today call governors. These would have been Edomite aristocrats.

Gen 36:40  And these are the names of the dukes that came of Esau, according to their families, after their places, by their names; duke Timnah, duke Alvah, duke Jetheth,
Gen 36:41  Duke Aholibamah, duke Elah, duke Pinon,
Gen 36:42  Duke Kenaz, duke Teman, duke Mibzar,
Gen 36:43  Duke Magdiel, duke Iram: these be the dukes of Edom, according to their habitations in the land of their possession: he is Esau the father of the Edomites.

Esau’s descendants are called Edomites. Later, they are called Idumaeans, as well. The Horites existence ends in verse 29. Why? Because once an Edomite gets into power, there is no getting it back.

It’s interesting that Esau’s form of government actually became the model for other elective governments like the Greek, the Roman Empire, Great Britain, eventually, and the United States, along with many other westernized nations. I want to bring your attention to the fact that elections are a part of the Roman Catholic life, as well. The Popes are elected for life in the same way as the rulers of Edom were elected for life.
History Tells The Tale

We’ve just looked at the Biblical account of Esau. Now let’s take a historical look at the Edomites.

The Edomites were a source of difficulty during the wanderings of the Children of Israel in the desert by refusing to let them pass through Edomite territory. The portion of land given to Judah was bordered by Edom. In Judges 5, Deborah sang praises to God for a particular victory.

Jdg 5:4 LORD, when thou wwest out of Seir, when thou marchedst out of the field of Edom, the earth trembled, and the heavens dropped, the clouds also dropped water.

Saul went to war against the Edomites in 1 Samuel 14. But eventually, the Edomites were ruled by the Israelites. This occurred after David began to reign in Israel.

2 Sam 8:14 And he put garrisons in Edom; throughout all Edom put he garrisons, and all they of Edom became David's servants. And the LORD preserved David whithersoever he went.

But later, the Edomites rose up against Israel again after David died during the time of Solomon.

1 Kings 11:14 And the LORD stirred up an adversary unto Solomon, Hadad the Edomite: he was of the king's seed in Edom.

So, Edom became a vassal of Israel who raised up a thorn to be in Solomon's side. Even after the Kingdom split into the House of Judah and the House of Israel, Edom was still a vassal of the House of Judah until the time of Jehoshophat. This is important to remember as we go through this teaching because Edom has remained with Judah to this day.

2 Kings 8:20 In his days Edom revolted from under the hand of Judah, and made a king over themselves.

This was only one instance of revolt against Judah. There were other wars and skirmishes between the House of Judah and the Edomites, but by then, according to many historians, it was too late for either culture to maintain separation. The Edomites were very much Juda-ized and Judah had taken on some of the Edomite customs. This, also, is a VERY important point in tracing Esau to modern times.

Another extra-Biblical source, the two Books of Maccabees, describes a Jewish family who ruled OVER Edom for about 100 years.

According to The New Standard Jewish Encyclopedia (1977 p. 589; and Encyclopaedia Judaica 1971, Vol. 6, p 378) "Judah Maccabee’s son, John Hyrcanus, conquered the whole of Edom and undertook the forced conversion of its inhabitants to Judaism."

Josephus, the Jewish historian, (Antiquities of the Jews, Bk. 13, ch. 9, sec. I) informs us that: "...Hyrcanus... took Medaba... Samega, and the neighbouring places, and, besides these, Shechem and Gerizzim, and the nation of the Cutheans, who dwelt at the temple which resembled that temple which was at Jerusalem... Hyrcanus took also Dora and Marissa, cities of Idumea, and subdued all the Idumeans; and... they submitted to the use of circumcision, and the rest of the Jewish ways of living; at which time therefore this befell them, that they were hereafter no other than Jews."
In an article on "Edom", the Jewish Encyclopedia (1925 edition), has this statement:
"(In 163BC) Judas Maccabeus conquered the [Edomite] territory for a time. They [the Edomites] were again subdued by John Hyrcanus (about 125 BC), by whom they were forced to observe Jewish rites and laws. They were then incorporated with the Jewish nation, and their country was called by the Greeks and Romans, "Idumea." With Antipater began the Idumean dynasty that ruled over Judea till its conquest by the Romans . . . From this time the Idumeans ceased to be a separate people."

Again, we see how the Edomites get into government and just take it over. And it happens almost over night. Within just 125 years, the Edomites went from captives of Israel, to RULERS of it! Get this: Muslims have been migrating to America since 1880 ± 130 years. In 2004, that would have been 124 years.

Another web author put it this way: “So a hundred years before Christ, Judah was inhabited by Edomites and native Israelites who were both followers of Talmudic Judaism, seeming to heal the breach between Jacob and Esau. But the Edomites proved to be a discordant element. And in 37BC, Herod the Great (74-4BC), an Idumean or Edomite whose wife Mariamne was a Maccabean, became at the age of 36, undisputed ruler of Judea. The Pharisees gained ascendancy over the Sadducees, and there were so many Edomites in the population at the time of Christ that the land was called Idumea (Mark 3:8).

The Edomites participated in the defence of Jerusalem against the Romans during Titus’ siege (AD66-70). According to The Jewish Encyclopedia (1904, Vol. V, p 41), "Immediately before the siege of Jerusalem 20,000 Idumeans appeared before Jerusalem to fight in behalf of the Zealots who were besieged in the Temple". More than a million inhabitants of Judea died and 97,000 were taken captive. An unknown number had fled either before or during the siege.

What is fascinating is that this is the last mention in history of the Edomites as a people. Yet Bible prophecy indicates that Edom would be an enemy of Israel in the latter days, and we find that their only connection to a present-day people and religion is with the so-called Jews and Rabbinism, or Judaism.”

I will refute the last statement made by this author later on. We will see that the Edomites have found other places to overrun, as well.

From Encyclopedia Biblica: “How thoroughly the Edomites were at length transformed into Jews is shown, for example, by the fact that among the very few names which are mentioned as having been borne by Edomites in those times, that of Jacob (the brother and rival of Esau!) occurs twice (Jos. BJiv. 96 v. 61 vi. 26 83). We find, moreover, the characteristically Jewish names, Simon (ib. v. 61 vi. 26), John (ib. v. 65), and Phinehas (ib. iv. 42).”

Historically, the term “Jew” became not a name or title for the Tribe of Judah, but an epithet for everyone who lived in Judea. And Judea had people from every nation because of Soloman’s excessive marriages.

If you will recall, Balaam – Bela, the first Edomite King - announced to the world the way to destroy Israel was to intermarry with them. Edom and the surrounding nations took that seriously and have interbred with Jacob’s descendants.
Many sources believe that Rome was itself overrun by Edomites who had become mercenaries in Rome's wars. As they did with the Horites, they quietly rose to power, a description that also fits with the earlier Hykssos who left Egypt at around the same time as the Children of Israel. The Hykssos are believed to be descendants of Esau, as well.

I can't go into this a whole lot. There are other teachers that have material regarding this. But, the "M-O" of the Hykssos who lived among Jacob's children in Egypt is the same as that of today's Muslims, and of the earlier Edomites. They have a plan. They move in quietly. That's what the Hykssos did. They get along. They buy a business and start networking. Then, they get on the city council. Everyone likes them and thinks they are gentle people, so they elect or appoint them to an important post. More and more of them rise through the ranks of politics and government until they begin to make demands. After the demands, come the skirmishes that lead to outright war. We know this is the Muslim "M-O", but it really is the Edomite "M-O". The Edomites have taught it to the Muslims.

A short history of Rome is necessary in order to continue piecing this together. The poet Virgil who lived from 70BC to 21BC traced the founding of Rome to King Latinus of Troy. Rome's earliest history is shrouded in mystery. It was said to have been founded by the god, Romulus in 753 BC. This is about 500 years after Latinus of Troy is said to have conquered it. Historians have no plausible explanation for this discrepancy. The point is this: Rome was a city at least 500 years before Yeshua was born and perhaps for another 700 years prior to that. Rome is a VERY old city.

Going with the "Latinus" point of view, we can make sense of some of the traits of Rome. For instance, just the fact of the word "Latin", which was the language of Rome for a very long time. The Latins were a simple agrarian people that were hounded and infiltrated by the Greeks from the beginning. (Sounds almost like an Edomite trait, doesn't it?) This is important because Greek culture had the heaviest influence on the Latins, the Romans, of all the surrounding peoples. Since it was Greece that conquered Troy, Latinus' home country, it makes sense that the Greeks followed Latinus to Rome and infiltrated the culture with Greek Gods and the like...which is why Roman and Greek cultures are so much alike. The hybridized Romans, then, seeking a national identity, later managed to give their gods different names than the names of the Greek gods, but the attributes of the Roman and Greek gods and cultures remained.

Both the Greeks and the Romans were conquering peoples. And when the armies needed more recruits, they hired them from outside their culture. Enter the Edomites, the descendants of Esau. Esau, who it was said would live by the sword! The ranks of the Roman Empire became filled with enlisted Edomites.

Now these particular Edomites were not from the Hybridized House of Judah. They were the original Edomites from the area of Mount Seir. Later, these Edomites would be an invading army against the House of Judah Edomites who defended Jerusalem.

But Edomites also got to the Roman Empire via another route. Edom came under the control of the Arabs in the 5th century BC. The mercenary Edomites among the Assyrians that moved north to Rome enlisted in large numbers into the Roman army. And often, if they did not volunteer for military service, they were conscripted.

One way or another, historians and Rabbis alike agree that Rome and Edom became one and the same entity. First, the mingling of the darker, semitic Edomites with the people of Italy
account for the two distinct populations: darker, semitic-like people in the south and fair skinned people in the north.

I have a good friend who is an Italian. But when I first met him, I thought he was Irish. He has fair skin, blue eyes and blondish-red hair. He told me that his Italian family was from Northern Italy and NOT the south where the darker-skinned Italians are. That was long before I got into the Hebrew Roots movement, but it apparently was a piece of information Abba wanted me to have, so I squirreled it away for a later time such as this.

One of the most famous Edomites in the Bible was Herod. It is a historical fact that Herod is recognized not as a Jew from the Tribe of Judah, but as an Idumaean – an Edomite.

Wikipedia: “Herod I or Herod the Great (born 74 BCE, died 4 BCE in Jericho, according to other data, 1 BCE), was an Edomite Jewish Roman client king of the Roman provinces of Judea, Galilee and Samaria (present-day Israel).”

There are some who say the Palestinians are descended from the Philistines. This is partially true. If we listen to the Palestinians on this, some claim direct descendancy from Esau. Some from the Philistines. Some from the Canaanites. Some from Ishmael. However, it was the Edomite Romans who renamed Israel as Palestine.

Clarke's Commentary says that Constantine and the emperors after him were all Edomites. This comes from Adam Clarke’s commentary on ISAIAH 34: "This chapter points out the future destruction of Rome, which is here called Bosra; for Bosra was a great city of the Edomites. Now the major part of the Romans are Edomites, who profess the law of Jesus. The Emperor Caesar (qy. Constantine) was an Edomite, and so were all the emperors after him."

Remember I told you the Jews considered Rome an Edomite city? They nicknamed it Bosra in honor of the capital of Edom and the Edomites who had infiltrated the highest levels of the Edomite Roman Empire. Now, the Biblical Bosrah is NOT Rome, but a city in Lower Jordan where the future sheepfolds will be when Yeshua returns.

Mic 2:12 I will surely assemble, O Jacob, all of thee; I will surely gather the remnant of Israel; I will put them together as the sheep of Bozrah, as the flock in the midst of their fold: they shall make great noise by reason of the multitude of men.

Bozrah is mentioned in 9 verses in the Tanakh. It was an established city before Rome was ever thought of. It will be Bozrah, not Rome, where the LORD will return. Why? Because Bozrah is in the Land that He swore to Abraham; Rome is not. However, it is good for us to understand the connection between Bozrah of ancient Edom, which is now lower Jordan, and its nicknamed counterpart, Rome.

According to Yair Davidy, whose ministry is to trace the semitic people's wanderings, says: “In addition we find elements of Edom in Italy, Spain, Gaul, Britain, and elsewhere in Europe. In most cases the edomites settled as a minority though they often may have reached to leadership positions. Descendants of Esau settled in Babylon and in some of the Phoenician Cities such as Tyre. Both Babylon and Tyre in Scripture are associated with Edom.”

Babylon and Tyre – Edom. What about MYSTERY Babylon? Could it be that the New World Order system that represents Mystery Babylon is Edomite, as well? That question will be answered in another section.
Have you noticed the mercenary trait of the Edomites? Let's compare that to the westernized nations where the House of Israel is right now. In particular, let's look at the American military. Like the Romans, the US military uses a volunteer “enlisted” military exactly like the Roman Edomite Empire. America’s armies have always been volunteer enlisted armies throughout its history, except for a short period when the draft was used from 1940 to 1973.

Furthermore, the US government has not only used enlisted men, like ancient Edomite Rome, but America is known to have used mercenaries, as well, throughout its history. This trait is what allowed the Edomites to rise to power in the young, unformed Italian empire even before it became an Empire. Again, historians call the Roman Empire “the empire of the Edomites”.

Is it possible that Esau’s DOMINION was already fulfilled when the Edomite Roman Army overran Jerusalem in 70AD? No. Why? Because the House of Israel was already scattered into Northern Europe and elsewhere. Not all of the House of Israel was present in Judea at that time. The DOMINION over Jacob is over ALL of Jacob, not part of him. Esau would have to wait until a time when he could have DOMINION over the whole House of Jacob. In other words, it would have to be a global dominion because that’s where Jacob has gone...globally.

What about the possibility that Esau gained dominion with the Edomite Roman Catholic Church during its Inquisition in Europe? No. Why? Because some of the House of Israel eventually escaped to the new world, America before the Church gained dominion in every place where Jacob had gone. The Inquisition ended in dishonor of the Catholic Church, was not an end time event, did not result in the protection of the Bride in Bozrah or other wilderness, and it did not lead to the Messiah’s millennial reign. However, that is not to say that Esau did not gain partial dominion in certain areas of the globe at certain times in history. He did. He just couldn’t seem to gain dominion all at once over the whole House of Jacob.

But now, the time has come when Esau has gotten the dominion over the whole House of Jacob. It is necessary for this dominion to occur before God destroys the House of Esau and the House of Esau’s destruction doesn’t happen until the end. In the next section, I will explain this dominion further and show you the sign of its occurrence.

Joh 14:27 Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.
Esau: The Spirit

What we are doing is looking for a sign. The sign we seek will help us to identify a hidden enemy…one that we will need to recognize the closer we get to the end.

We learned a few things about the blessing Isaac gave to the brothers, Jacob and Esau. We saw that one day Esau would GAIN DOMINION and break the yoke of Jacob from his neck. Then, we turned our attention to the physical traits of Esau and the pattern of how he gains power in a government and the kind of government that came from Esau.

We are beginning to see that Esau is everywhere. He is among the Muslims and the Jews. Esau is a driving force of the weapon of Islam – which has adopted MANY of Esau’s traits. But more than that, Esau is now a driving force in modern secular society, as well.

Some of what I say may SOUND anti-semitic, so I want to make this disclaimer:

First, I am not an anti-semit or an anti-zionist. Let me explain something about Zionism. It has two definitions depending upon your theology.
1 – Israel belongs to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
2- Israel belongs to the God of Abraham, Ishmael and Esau.

I am a Jacob-ite. True Believers are grafted into the Olive Tree which is Yeshua. These Believers are from the Houses of Judah and Israel. I bless them. And I believe Israel belongs to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

The Spiritual Importance Of The Two Seeds

Gen 27:39 And Isaac his father answered and said unto him, Behold, thy dwelling shall be the fatness of the earth, and of the dew of heaven from above;
Gen 27:40 And by thy sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve thy brother; and it shall come to pass when thou shalt have the dominion, that thou shalt break his yoke from off thy neck.

The Bible has a lot to say about “houses”: the House of Jacob, the House of Judah, the House of Israel, the house of Joseph, the house of Ephraim. These are the good “houses” in scripture. There are many other “houses” in the Bible, too. The house of Abimelech, house of Bethuel, house of Pharaoh, house of Heber, house of Jerubbaal and so forth. It is noteworthy that Ishmael is not a “house” in the Bible. This is because Esau married into Ishmael’s family and absorbed what might well have become a “house of Ishmael”.

Many Believers do not grasp what being in “a house” means. A “house” is both a physical AND a spiritual place. So, everyone that is connected to a “house” is with that “house” either physically, culturally or spiritually – sometimes all three.

There is a very important “house” that is only mentioned in the Bible one time, but yet it is a “house” that wreaks such havoc that God will destroy it completely. It is the House of Esau.

Obadiah 1:18 And the house of Jacob shall be a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the house of Esau for stubble, and they shall kindle in them, and devour them; and there shall not be any remaining of the house of Esau; for the LORD hath spoken it.
It isn’t until the prophesied destruction that the House of Esau is even mentioned in scripture. People see Islam, Christianity and Judaism as a 3-way fight, when in reality it is still the ongoing fight between Jacob and Esau – between the House of Jacob and the House of Esau.

Esau is a physical man, as we have seen, but he is also an evil spirit. Esau’s spirit came directly from ha Satan and it manifests itself as everything evil in the world. Remember, the enemy that we do not see is by far the worst of all our enemies. And God is now showing us – giving us a sign - where the enemy is so that he doesn’t come upon us unawares like he did to his very first enemy that we will take a look at in a minute.

Genesis 3:15 And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.

The most popular interpretation about the two seeds is that this verse is merely an end time prophecy having to do with Yeshua’s triumph over Satan. But this scripture has a near fulfillment, as well. This is because it specifically mentions the bruising of a head and the bruising of a heel. The lives of Isaac’s twins, Esau and Jacob, are the only near fulfillment that is possible. This is explained in Genesis 25:22-26.

Gen 25:22  And the children struggled together within her; and she said, If it be so, why am I thus? And she went to enquire of the LORD.
Gen 25:23  And the LORD said unto her, Two nations are in thy womb, and two manner of people shall be separated from thy bowels; and the one people shall be stronger than the other people; and the elder shall serve the younger.
Gen 25:24  And when her days to be delivered were fulfilled, behold, there were twins in her womb.
Gen 25:25  And the first came out red, all over like an hairy garment; and they called his name Esau.
Gen 25:26  And after that came his brother out, and his hand took hold on Esau’s heel; and his name was called Jacob: and Isaac was threescore years old when she bare them.

The struggles of Esau and Jacob in the womb, and throughout history, fulfills both the physical and spiritual aspects of the kind of enmity described in Genesis 3:15 as having to do with a fight between two seeds. I bet Jacob was born with a bruise on his head. And I bet that Esau was born with a bruise on his heel. Jacob could EASILY have been killed because of that soft spot babies have. Just imagine if Esau’s heel had managed to kick in just right place. We would not be having THIS conversation, that’s for sure.

Because they struggled in the womb, it means that one of them was trying to kill the other. We do not learn until later in the story which one wanted to kill the other. And of course, it was Esau wanting to kill Jacob, but Satan has taught lies about Jacob using this account.

I have heard it taught that Jacob was trying to be the firstborn, which was why his hand was on Esau’s heel, as if Jacob were trying to pull Esau back into the womb. The teaching stated that Jacob was jealous of Esau’s firstborn status so much that he later tricked Esau out of his firstborn birthright and the firstborn’s special blessing. Jacob has been reviled and Believers have expressed shame for Jacob under this false teaching in Christian doctrine. The true story is that Esau was kicking Jacob’s head in an attempt to kill him. Esau’s kicking heel would have CRUSHED Jacob’s head if Jacob had not reached up to stop it. Jacob was not trying to usurp Esau. Esau was trying to be the only baby born.
The Bible says Esau and Jacob struggled in Rebecca’s womb. The Hebrew word for “struggle” is “ratsats”. Strong’s 7533 which defines the word as “to crack in pieces, literally or figuratively: - break, bruise – Ahhh…There’s that word from Genesis 3:15 – bruise, and crush. You see, Esau was kicking Jacob’s head. He could easily have crushed Jacob’s head. So Jacob was born with a bruise. But Jacob grabbed Esau’s heel. Thus, Esau was born with a bruised heel.

The two seeds that were within Rebecca’s womb were of two different varieties. One was of the same spiritual fruit as the Tree of Life and the other was the same spiritual fruit as the mixed Tree of Knowledge of good and evil. As we look at Esau’s life, we will see how mixtures were a guiding precept of his life.

The concept of the two trees being represented by the two brothers also shows us they are the wheat and the tares. Yeshua said the two crops have to grow up together until harvest time. Then, at the time of harvest, the tares are removed FIRST, they are separated, and then burned. Obadiah teaches us that being burned is the fate of Esau. Esau = the tares.

**The Traits of The Two Seeds**

The Bible says Esau grew up to be a “cunning” hunter and was a man of the field. This is because he was a rough and tumble character.

Genesis 25:27 And the boys grew: and Esau was a cunning hunter, a man of the field; and Jacob was a plain man, dwelling in tents.

The meaning of that word “cunning” is that Esau was a “yada” in Hebrew: intelligent and skillful, in English. He was also called a hunter – tsayid in Hebrew. There was another character given this epithet of tsayid – Nimrod.

Gen 10:9 He was a mighty hunter before the LORD: wherefore it is said, Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before the LORD.

Nimrod was also mighty or “gibbor”, in Hebrew – meaning “a warrior”. Nimrod's reputation was of a warrior who openly hunted humans “before the LORD” – rather, in God’s face! Nimrod was known as a tyrant with good reason. But Esau is a tsayid, warrior, who is yada, intelligent and skilfull. Or…if you please…a smooth talking politician.

Furthermore, the word “cunning” has the connotation of one who stalks his prey. He hides and waits, an attribute that Esau maintains to this day. When the time is right, he SPRINGS into action!

Let’s look at what it means to be a tare. Tares look like wheat until just before harvest. Wheat is a type of grass. Tares are grasses, too. There are 9 species of grass called tares, but it is believed that the tares in the Parable of the Wheat and Tares in Matthew 13 were called “Bearded Tares”. They grow up together. They both appear to have kernels, but only the wheat turns out to actually have kernels or seeds. Tares do not have kernels.

The bearded tare is poisonous. If it is mixed with wheat, and ingested, it can cause sickness, and possibly death. For this reason, the tares have to be harvested out of the wheat, before the wheat can be harvested.
It is just before harvest when the farmer and everyone who will be involved in the harvest can begin to clearly identify the tares. We are just about to start identifying the tares.

God said He hated Esau. I recently heard Monte Judah talk about this. He said he was never able to understand how God could hate someone. It went against his grain to think of a God that could hate someone. I must admit that I’ve had difficulty with this, as well. Probably you do, too.

Malachi 1:3 And I hated Esau, and laid his mountains and his heritage waste for the dragons of the wilderness.

Romans 9:13 As it is written, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.

There is a reason God hated Esau that is not explained in the current Bible. This is because the Christian Bible leaves out some very important Books that were once in the Bible, but now we call them “extra-Biblical”. The Book of Jasher gives us more perspective on this.

Jasher 26:17 And the boys grew up to their fifteenth year, and they came amongst the society of men. Esau was a designing and deceitful man, and an expert hunter in the field, and Jacob was a man perfect and wise, dwelling in tents, feeding flocks and learning the instructions of the Lord and the commandments of his father and mother.

Here we see further explanation about the natures of Esau and Jacob. Esau was designing – conniving – deceitful, an expert hunter in the field. Jacob was perfect and wise, dwelling in tents, feeding flocks and learning instructions and the commandments of God from his parents.

Here is more from Genesis:

Genesis 25:29 And Jacob sod pottage: and Esau came from the field, and he was faint:
30 And Esau said to Jacob, Feed me, I pray thee, with that same red pottage; for I am faint: therefore was his name called Edom.
31 And Jacob said, Sell me this day thy birthright.
32 And Esau said, Behold, I am at the point to die: and what profit shall this birthright do to me?
33 And Jacob said, Swear to me this day; and he sware unto him: and he sold his birthright unto Jacob.
34 Then Jacob gave Esau bread and pottage of lentiles; and he did eat and drink, and rose up, and went his way: thus Esau despised his birthright.

Again, it is not possible to understand this account in Genesis without the Book of Jasher. Genesis leaves out details that lead some people to scorn Jacob for taking advantage of poor Esau. As Paul Harvey used to stay, here is the rest of the story:

Yasher 27
1 And Esau at that time, after the death of Abraham, frequently went in the field to hunt.
2 And Nimrod king of Babel, the same was Amraphel, also frequently went with his mighty men to hunt in the field, and to walk about with his men in the cool of the day.
3 And Nimrod was observing Esau all the days, for a jealousy was formed in the heart of Nimrod against Esau all the days.
4 And on a certain day Esau went in the field to hunt, and he found Nimrod walking in the wilderness with his two men.
5 And all his mighty men and his people were with him in the wilderness, but they removed at a distance from him, and they went from him in different directions to hunt, and Esau
concealed himself for Nimrod, and he lurked for him in the wilderness.

6 And Nimrod and his men that were with him did not know him, and Nimrod and his men frequently walked about in the field at the cool of the day, and to know where his men were hunting in the field.

7 And Nimrod and two of his men that were with him came to the place where they were, when Esau started suddenly from his lurking place, and drew his sword, and hastened and ran to Nimrod and cut off his head.

Now there’s a clue to the true spirit of Esau!

8 And Esau fought a desperate fight with the two men that were with Nimrod, and when they called out to him, Esau turned to them and smote them to death with his sword.

9 And all the mighty men of Nimrod, who had left him to go to the wilderness, heard the cry at a distance, and they knew the voices of those two men, and they ran to know the cause of it, when they found their king and the two men that were with him lying dead in the wilderness.

10 And when Esau saw the mighty men of Nimrod coming at a distance, he fled, and thereby escaped; and Esau took the valuable garments of Nimrod, which Nimrod's father had bequeathed to Nimrod, and with which Nimrod prevailed over the whole land, and he ran and concealed them in his house.

11 And Esau took those garments and ran into the city on account of Nimrod's men, and he came unto his father's house wearied and exhausted from fight, and he was ready to die through grief when he approached his brother Jacob and sat before him.

You see, Jacob was at home performing the ritual that was the responsibility of the firstborn son, Esau. What ritual was that? It was the traditional meal of comfort that the eldest son made for his father when the grandfather died. Red lentil stew was the TRADITIONAL middle eastern meal of comfort that Isaac deserved to have cooked for him by his firstborn son. But Esau was so self-concerned that his only thought, upon the death of his grandfather Abraham – upon whose knees he sat – was to go kill things. His thoughts were not toward the grieving Isaac and caring for him, but in going about his business as usual. In the process, he killed 3 men who should have been stronger than he - which illustrates the power that we need to be aware of in the end of days.

Yasher 27:12 And he said unto his brother Jacob, Behold I shall die this day, and wherfore then do I want the birthright? And Jacob acted wisely with Esau in this matter, and Esau sold his birthright to Jacob, for it was so brought about by the Lord.

Esau was not about to die, but you see, he thought those men of Nimrod's were after him. So, he just figured he would have some stew and wait for them to catch up with him. THAT’s why Esau sold his birthright. And rightly so! It wasn’t Esau, but Jacob who had taken the responsibility for fulfilling Esau’s role in the family. The sale only made it official. And might I say that this likely was not the first time that Jacob had filled in for Esau when there was something that was Esau’s responsibility!

13 And Esau's portion in the cave of the field of Machpelah, which Abraham had bought from the children of Heth for the possession of a burial ground, Esau also sold to Jacob, and Jacob bought all this from his brother Esau for value given.

Have you ever wondered why we read about the places where the patriarchs and the matriarchs are buried, but the Muslims do not know where their patriarchs, Esau and Ishmael, are buried?
Well, right here is the reason we don’t know where Esau is buried. He sold his right to burial with the patriarchs to Jacob along with the authority that came with being a firstborn. Muslims lie when they claim that Israel was not in the land way back then. That is because they usurp the Patriarchs that they don’t even claim because they don’t know where their patriarchs are!

So, aside from Esau being born ruddy or reddish, admoniee in Hebrew, now he is associated outright with the color red for trading his birthright for the red lentil stew after a day of bloody red activity! He goes from merely ruddy, reddish, to outright red! The account is very different when we know the “rest of the story”, isn’t it?

Esau was disobedient, impudent and rebellious, not the kind of person who is willing to follow God. I can understand now how God could hate Esau. God would never allow someone with this kind of hatred for the Patriarchs whom HE LIVED AMONG to inherit His blessings.

Jasher 27:12 says: …for it was so brought about by the Lord. God has the right to accept or reject anyone. That day was the day that God rejected Esau completely. Furthermore, this account agrees with the Bible by showing us that it was God who gave Esau his strength, among other things. Caution! It will be God who will give Esau strength in the end times, too.

God told Rebecca that the older would serve the younger.

Genesis 25:23 And the LORD said unto her, Two nations are in thy womb, and two manner of people shall be separated from thy bowels; and the one people shall be stronger than the other people; and the elder shall serve the younger.

Two nations, two very different peoples, one stronger than the other and the older serving the younger. Rebecca remembered this prophecy. She acted upon this knowledge when she conspired for Jacob to receive Esau’s firstborn blessing.

It has been argued that Rebecca did a “bad” thing, but that God had to make the best of it and use it for His purpose. This is patently false. Rebecca did what God wanted her to do. What other evidence do I have for this belief since nothing is said in scripture?

It comes from the fact that Isaac is made out to be a fool. But none of our forefathers were fools. Isaac was fooled, so the account says, by the events orchestrated by Rebecca. The Genesis account has a “tongue-in-cheek” sense about it because Isaac was too easily fooled by the lamb’s hair skin laid over Jacob’s own skin.

Now, I realize that Isaac was blind, but when a person loses one sense the others get ramped up to compensate. So Isaac’s sense of touch, hearing and smell would have been particularly acute given that we get the sense that Isaac had been blind for some time.

Now, Esau was hairy, but there is no man on earth whose body hair could equal the amount of the fur of a lamb’s skin. The other aspect of this is that the wooly lamb’s skin may have been combed. A combed lamb’s or sheep’s skin is very smooth, while a hairy man’s hair is often much more wiry. Quite simply, the “feel” of the skin worn by Jacob was really a poor imitation of Esau.

In addition, Isaac commented that the voice belonged to Jacob.

Genesis 27:22 And Jacob went near unto Isaac his father; and he felt him, and said, The voice is Jacob’s voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau.
There is a hint within this scripture. Either Isaac became stupid at the last moment or he knew he was blessing Jacob and not Esau, and went along with it. Remember, Isaac had been instructed in God’s commandments. He knew God’s requirements. He knew Esau didn’t live up to the responsibilities of the firstborn. And he had the pattern that God does not always select the first born to get the firstborn blessing. Remember, Isaac’s older brother was also rejected by God. Do you not think Isaac understood that there might be a pattern going on? Isaac understood the significance of Abraham’s blessing that had been passed to him, the one that he was now getting ready to pass to his “firstborn” son.

Furthermore, can we honestly think that Rebecca never shared God’s prophecy about the boys with Isaac during the course of their marriage? Of course not. I cannot imagine that Rebecca would not have shared what God told her with Isaac. I’m sure Isaac knew all about it. That is a very weighty matter. Few pregnant women experiencing the distress of Rebecca would be able to keep such momentous news from their husbands. This would have been true of Rebecca, too. The prophecy came to her before the babies were born. Neither Rebecca nor Isaac would have had the personal connection prior to the births that was established with each one as the boys matured. The expectation during pregnancy is that both babies would be loved equally. So from the time of the births of Esau and Jacob, Isaac would have know that Esau was not in line for the firstborn blessing.

While the Bible says Isaac loved Esau and Rebecca loved Jacob, nevertheless, I believe that my patriarch, Isaac, understood what he was doing that day. That is because I believe Isaac was a just man, and no matter his favoritism for Esau, he would have given more importance to his relationship with God and the blessing of his father, Abraham, than to his disobedient son, Esau. Furthermore, the scripture doesn’t say Isaac didn’t love Jacob.

Now, let’s think about the bloodline of the Messiah for a moment. Isaac would have known about the prophesied Messiah. If Esau had received the firstborn blessing, that would have stopped the Messiah’s bloodline. Do you not think Satan understood this? Do you now see why Satan used Esau and how Satan planned to stop the Messiah from coming to earth? Satan has been trying to undermine God’s plan from the very beginning. Esau was just one person Satan used along the way.

But there is another reason for Jacob to have been the example of the second-born getting the rights of the firstborn. God never intended for only the natural firstborns to be the ONLY inheritors of His Kingdom. Yet, only firstborns can inherit the Kingdom.

What is the “firstborn” doctrine? Let’s look at what Paul said:

Romans 9:6 Not as though the word of God hath taken none effect. For they are not all Israel, which are of Israel:
7 Neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all children: but, In Isaac shall thy seed be called.
8 That is, They which are the children of the flesh, these are not the children of God: but the children of the promise are counted for the seed.
9 For this is the word of promise, At this time will I come, and Sara shall have a son.
10 And not only this; but when Rebecca also had conceived by one, even by our father Isaac;
11 (For the children being not yet born, neither having done any good or evil, that the purpose of God according to election might stand, not of works, but of him that calleth;)
12 It was said unto her, The elder shall serve the younger.
As it is written, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.

The doctrine of the Two Seeds is God’s way of explaining our spiritual choices. God only wants those people in His Kingdom who desire to be there. Esau does not desire to be in God’s kingdom. Esau covets the land, the name of Israel, the Firstborn blessing. Esau desires to create a kingdom and have a god that he can wield and who will obey HIS commands, as the Talmud says is the case between the Rabbis and God. The distinguishing characteristic of our enemy in the end times will be what they DO, not by any outward appearance. This is because the redness of Esau would have quickly become a recessive gene when he interbred with dark skinned and dark-eyed people. The people of Esau can only be distinguished by what they DO just as the people of Jacob are distinguished that way.

Now, there is a conundrum in the doctrine of the firstborn because it is the firstborn who get redeemed.

Exodus 13:15 And it came to pass, when Pharaoh would hardly let us go, that the LORD slew all the firstborn in the land of Egypt, both the firstborn of man, and the firstborn of beast: therefore I sacrifice to the LORD all that openeth the matrix, being males; but all the firstborn of my children I redeem.

What does the phrase “all the firstborn of my children I redeem” mean? And if only the physical firstborn get redeemed, then how can the second, third, etc. children be redeemed? Here is how it works: Before accepting God’s invitation to belong to His family, we are considered “unborn” spiritually. Upon our acceptance of His invitation, we are then “born” spiritually. First, we are dead. Bodies are considered to be dead things, and the spirit of the body is a dead thing, too. But when we make the oath to the Covenant of Abraham, we are born spiritually and become alive in God’s eyes. This is what it means to be “born again”.

Every person who becomes born again is a “Firstborn”. None of God’s children are born in succession like in physical families where there is a first, second, third and so on. No…In God’s family, every one born of His spirit is regarded as “Firstborn”. This means that we get all of the rights of the Firstborn and all of the responsibility.

But how could God show us His sovereignty in this matter? By choosing those Patriarchs’ sons that were not firstborn: Abraham was not the firstborn of Terah; Isaac was not the firstborn of Abraham; Jacob was not the firstborn of Isaac. Yet this is the bloodline God chose to bring the Messiah through. It clearly teaches that the physical firstborn does not count in God’s Kingdom. Yeshua is the only One Who is BOTH the physical and the spiritual firstborn in God’s Kingdom.

Colossians 1:15 Who is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of every creature:

And this is why Paul states, regarding humans:

1 Corinthians 15:50 Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption.

All that being explained, we now see why Rebecca was doing God’s will in making certain that Jacob, who was the second-born son, received the Blessing of the Firstborn. From that point forward to the present, the upheaval in Israel, which is between Esau and Jacob, has revolved around this issue of who is supposed to inherit Abraham’s promises from God.
The War Between The Two Seeds

In the last section, we learned the Edomites moved to Egypt where Jacob was during the famine, came up out of Egypt and stood at Mount Sinai. Perhaps the spiritual bad seed – Edomites - plagued that first generation in the wilderness, causing them to NOT go into the promised land, causing them to so easily intermingle with the pagans of the neighboring nations, was the same seed that is going on in Christianity and in Judaism today. Edomites will be coming with us, too.

We already have seen that the Edomites had infiltrated Rome and took control of the Roman government long before Yeshua was born. What we also know from this is that wherever Jacob has gone, there go the Edomites! Just as scripture said. Jacob would OWN the earth, but Esau would dwell in it as a usurper. Why is it important that we understand the Edomites, their history, and their whereabouts on earth? It is because we are exiled in Mystery Babylon and we don’t yet see all of the lurking enemies. You know, that lurking kind of enemy that beheaded Nimrod. Mystery Babylon is associated with everything having to do with the Beast and the Beast System.

Mystery Babylon is comprised of elements of Christianity, Judaism and Islam. AND HERE’S A SIGN: Constantinian Christianity, an -ism – Roman Catholicism - is of Esau, not Jacob!

The Edomites were the founders of the Catholic Church under Constantine. And Esau was a pagan who would have practiced the moon god religion of his Canaanite and Ishmaelite wives. The moon god is the guiding light of Islam. Worshipping any god but the God of Abraham is wicked. We know that Esau was considered wicked because the Book of Hebrews tells us this.

Heb 12:16 Lest there be any fornicator, or profane person, as Esau, who for one morsel of meat sold his birthright.
Heb 12:17 For ye know how that afterward, when he would have inherited the blessing, he was rejected: for he found no place of repentance, though he sought it carefully with tears.

The word “profane” means “heathenish or wicked”, according to Strong’s 952.

History reveals that the Edomites settled Rome and founded the Catholic Church. And we know how bloody and brutal the Church was! Historians even understand that Constantine was an Edomite!

Edomites, as we have seen, are part of Judaism. We know they are part of Islam, but I venture to say that most people do not know that they are not only IN Christianity, but they founded Christianity. Each one of these monotheistic religions make a great hiding place for Esau!

The Pharisees of Yeshua’s time were Edomites. Today, we call these people “orthodox Jews". **NT Wright suggests** that “Yeshua’s response to the Pharisees’ complaint about his disciples “harvesting” on the Sabbath puts them in the role of Doeg the Edomite, who watched David get showbread from the priests at Nob (end of Mark 2). After which, the Pharisees go out from the synagogue to plot against Jesus with the Herodians, supporters of the Idumean/Edomite Herod Antipas."

Now, am I saying that all Christians are Edomites? No. Are all orthodox Jews Edomites? No. I am not. Just as there are true believers in Yeshua in Christianity, who upon hearing the truth of
Torah turn in repentance and start observing Torah, so are there these kinds of believers among the orthodox and all other sects of Judaism. People live what they learn until Abba opens their eyes. I even believe there are people in Islam who will turn to the God of Jacob. Even they are not Edomites!

Christianity grew out of paganism. Most people in the Hebrew Roots Movement know that. And I don’t have time to relate these right now, but it must be realized for the sake of this teaching that veneration of the moon is part of the Catholic Church and it is foremost in Islam. The moon is the symbol of Allah.

Moon worship has been practiced in Arabia for almost 4,000 years. The crescent moon is the most common symbol of this pagan worship as far back as 2000 BC.

The crescent moon, one of Catholicism’s symbols, signifies Mary that they call the Queen of Heaven. But the Queen of Heaven is an ancient term for Nimrod’s mama. Semiramis.

The Muslims added the star in the center, but when you Google Catholic symbols the crescent moon WITH the star in it ALWAYS comes up.

The ancient moon god was referred to as "al-ilah". This is not a proper name of a single specific god, but a generic reference meaning "the god". "Al-ilah" was later shortened to Allah before Muhammad adopted the symbol and began promoting his new religion in 610 AD.

Muhammad retained almost all the pagan rituals of the Arabs at the Kaba and redefined them in monotheistic terms.

Constantine was an Edomite who worshipped as a pagan and would most certainly have worshipped the moon god even though his favorite god was Sol Invictus, the sun god.

From the book, Paganism Surviving In Christianity: “Constantine was deeply imbued with the superstitions of paganism; he had been Pontifex Maximus, and it was only a little while before his death that he was formally received by baptism into the Christian Church. He was particularly devoted to Apollo, and he attempted to conciliate his pagan and his Christian subjects by the respect which he appeared to entertain for both.”

Now, let’s take a look at symbols that anyone can find on the internet just by Googling for them. If you are listening to the audio, please click the image link to see this.
In the upper left corner is the lonely, empty Cross, the ‘tav,’ that was stripped out of the word having to do with God’s “Sign” – Shabbat.

Exo 31:13 Speak thou also unto the children of Israel, saying, Verily my sabbaths ye shall keep: for it is a sign between me and you throughout your generations; that ye may know that I am the LORD that doth sanctify you.

The Cross was stripped FROM the word Shabbat that has as its purpose for us to know to whom we belong.

Then comes the Star of David. This is a Kabbalistic symbol which is also used by the Nation of Israel.
The upper right corner contains the Hindu ‘Om’. This is the symbol for the entire universe. It is said that when the Om is properly spoken, the entire universe has become a part of the person speaking it.

Center left is the Islamic symbol. It is synonymous with everything we know about the Islamic moon deity called ‘allah’. The star within the crescent moon represents Venus, the goddess of sex and orgies who copulates with the moon god, allah, monthly to produce the new moon two weeks later.

The Celtic Cross of the ancient druidic religion of Northern Europe occupies the center of this image. The old Celtic, Druidic religions are mystery religions. The Celtic Cross is a “mystery” form of the solar symbol.

Next to the Celtic Cross is the Taoist symbol called the Yin-Yang. It represents the duality quandary of life.

On the bottom left is a stylized dual solar / lunar symbol with lunar swords along side the center. This is another Islamic symbol.

The bottom center contains a Hindu Tantric symbol. The sperm drop is ready to drop into the open Lotus which will produce enlightenment. Tantra practice is purely sexual and is the least moral of all the pagan religions.

The bottom right shows another stylized Islamic symbol of swords.

Rev 17:5 And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.

The pagan mystery symbols of Christianity is one of many reasons the Church is associated with the mysteries of paganism.

So now we know that it was Esau who created the Catholic Church. And it is Esau’s predilection for ELECTION that keeps the Church going. Remember how Esau formed an elective government in Edom? Esau also implemented elections in the Catholic Church, which is a mimicry of the TRUE “election of saints”. How is that? Through the election of Popes. In Esau’s creed, ONE person gets “elected”, then he BESTOWS salvation on everyone else. Who does the Bible say is God’s “elect”?

Isa 45:4 For Jacob my servant's sake, and Israel mine elect, I have even called thee by thy name: I have surnamed thee, though thou hast not known me.

Israel is God’s elect, not the Popes and not Esau. Who is God's and Israel's enemy? Esau! In Christianity, he twisted the doctrine of election.

Jud 1:4 For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of old ordained to this condemnation, ungodly men, turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ.

Sounds like Jude knew about Esau!
In Rev 17:5, could the word MYSTERY be a code word for paganism? Edomite Rome is Babylon. And where has the paganism gone? All over the earth, which is another mystery in itself. Babylon is no longer in just one place – it is everywhere.

I’m going to leave you with this:

Rom 9:4 Who are Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants, and the giving of the law, and the service of God, and the promises;
Rom 9:5 Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.
Rom 9:6 Not as though the word of God hath taken none effect. For they are not all Israel, which are of Israel:
Rom 9:7 Neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all children: but, In Isaac shall thy seed be called.
Rom 9:8 That is, They which are the children of the flesh, these are not the children of God: but the children of the promise are counted for the seed.
Rom 9:9 For this is the word of promise, At this time will I come, and Sara shall have a son.
Rom 9:10 And not only this; but when Rebecca also had conceived by one, even by our father Isaac;
Rom 9:11 (For the children being not yet born, neither having done any good or evil, that the purpose of God according to election might stand, not of works, but of him that calleth;
Rom 9:12 It was said unto her, The elder shall serve the younger.
Rom 9:13 As it is written, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.
Rom 9:14 What shall we say then? Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid.
Rom 9:15 For he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I will have compassion.
Rom 9:16 So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that sheweth mercy.
Rom 9:17 For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up, that I might shew my power in thee, and that my name might be declared throughout all the earth.
Rom 9:18 Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth.
Rom 9:19 Thou wilt say then unto me, Why doth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will?
Rom 9:20 Nay but, O man, who art thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me thus?
Rom 9:21 Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour, and another unto dishonour?
Rom 9:22 What if God, willing to shew his wrath, and to make his power known, endured with much longsuffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction:
Rom 9:23 And that he might make known the riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory,
Rom 9:24 Even us, whom he hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles?

Not of the Jews only? You mean God called His Believers out from among the Jews? Why would God have to call His Believers out from among the Jews? Because some of them are Edomites who have no interest in the Lord God of Jacob!

Now we know what signs to start looking for in our journey. Yes, we’re almost there! We’re starting to recognize the signs and we might already know how to read them. But, in our next session, we will name names!
In this section, we're going to take an even closer look at the SIGN of Esau! We're going to find out WHO in the world today represents the sign of the DOMINION of Esau. Remember, we are just looking for the sign that already exists. Many have seen it and have actually read it correctly, but have not understood WHY they are correct. This teaching is to teach you to understand the enemy we will be running from and being protected from by God so that we will have confidence in the prophecy given us regarding Esau's fate.

I have to make this disclaimer again because I want to be very clear. I am NOT anti-semitic, but you're going to hear some things that could be misconstrued as that unless you really listen to what I have to say. I also want to explain my Zionist view. Remember, Zionism has 2 definitions depending upon your theology.

1 - Israel belongs to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
2 - Israel belongs to the God of Abraham, Ishmael and Esau.

I agree with number one. I’m a scriptural Zionist. God is a scriptural Zionist. The land of Israel belongs to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Not to the usurpers and the Edomites who are trying to steal the Land.

We are studying:

Gen 27:39 And Isaac his father answered and said unto him, Behold, your dwelling shall be the fatness of the earth, and of the dew of heaven from above;
Gen 27:40 And by your sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve your brother; and it shall come to pass when thou shalt have the dominion, that thou shalt break his yoke from off your neck.

Most people concentrate on prophecies having to do with Islam. For instance, people think this is the prophecy to watch out for:

Gen 16:12 And he will be a wild man; his hand will be against every man, and every man's hand against him; and he shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.

Well, the wild man, Ishmael, is the enemy we can see, but Esau is the HIDDEN enemy who wields Islam as his weapon. Islam is NOT prophesied by name or direct implication in scripture. Islam can only be ascertained through the inference of the connection of Ishmael to modern Islam and the modern Muslim nations. There is an enemy hiding BEHIND the weapon of Islam – using Islam as a cover – that is more formidable than the Islamic threat and that has exercised HEAVY influence over Islam. This enemy’s end will be more dire than the end of any other people on earth, including the Muslims, many of whom will escape when the enemy behind the weapon of Islam is destroyed. The problem we face is in identifying this wielder of the weapon of Islam. Always remember, the enemy you cannot see is the most dangerous one of all! I am NOT dismissing Islam, but I am telling you there is MORE to this that you need to know!

The reason Esau disappeared early in the Bible and from history is because he’s hidden himself among the secular people of the world and in all three monotheistic religions just like he did when he determined to kill Nimrod. Remember how he lay in wait for Nimrod? The enemy we can’t see is the most dangerous. Nimrod found that out.
We don’t see Esau as easily because he is tares among the wheat. But now, he has once again become evident in the world so that the LORD God of Israel will be glorified through his destruction at the end. After all, what good would it do for God to stretch out His arm if no one knows the reason for it? It is necessary for those being delivered to know what they are being delivered from so that the deliverer can be glorified. This is why God has given us the prophecy of destruction for the House of Esau at the end. We need to know what we are witnessing when it happens!

There is one trait of Esau left for us to concentrate on. That is Esau’s color.

Everything having to do with Esau was colored red. His complexion and/or hair was red. When Esau was born, he was ad-mon-ee: reddish or rosy. He feigned impending death and sold his birthright to Jacob at the red lentil stew incident. In maturity, he branded himself not just as “reddish”, a trait that he might have been able to tone down…No, he branded himself as completely ay-dome: red.

Gen 25:30 And Esau said to Jacob, Feed me, I pray thee, with that same red pottage; for I am faint: therefore was his name called Edom.

It was at that moment that he branded himself as RED and not just as ruddy, reddish or rosy. Esau had opportunity to choose a different way. He had the opportunity to submit his reddish nature to God, but he chose not to. He chose the bloody life – the RED life – and sealed his fate with God by his belligerent demand that Jacob serve HIM! Remember, God had said the older – Esau – would serve the younger. With the RED lentil stew incident, Esau branded himself RED forever and lost his right to the firstborn blessings!

There is one other person who the Bible said was ad-mo-nee, ruddy or reddish. That was David. He is an example for us of someone with a “red” trait who can still submit himself to God showing us that no one is without excuse – even Esau. David and Esau were very different. As Esau matured, he became more and more red – by choice. As David matured, he became less and less red – by choice.

Let’s take a closer look at the symbolism of the color “red” in scripture. Red is GENERALLY the color of evil, both in the Bible and in the world. Example: There isn’t a human being alive that doesn’t understand the connection between the color red and anger or rage. Anytime we see red things in scripture, we need to pay attention. Red is symbolic of sin and bloodshed (Isa 1:15-18); the red horse removes peace from the earth with a sword (Rev 6:4); the red dragon is symbolic of satan (Rev 12:3), the red beast is ridden by the harlot who was decked out in purple and red (Rev 17:3-4). Zechariah speaks of red horses. Sometimes, even wine is symbolic of evil (Psalms 75:8) The Children of Israel faced their own RED test at the RED Sea! Matthew 16:2 speaks of the danger of a red sky.

Red is very much alive and well in the world today in a terrible trait of the Edomites. I’m speaking of “genocide”. It was the Edomites who gave genocide a new lease on life.

The first time we read of genocide in scripture is with Pharoah who had all the babies of Egypt killed by their own families as a form of population control. Pharoah did not send soldiers to kill the babies. He tried to get the medical professionals – the midwives, to do it. It’s interesting to note how the US of A actually practices this same kind of genocide via its sanctioning of abortion. Only this time, the medical professionals are in agreement because of the money they can make. Abortion is now an industry!
The first time the Bible shows us genocide – the kind that comes not by decree, but at the end of a sword - is in 1 Samuel 21 & 22. David escaped from Saul and found his way to Nob. In the Temple at Nob, David found bread. The priests were somewhat reticent to give David sacred bread to eat, but David explained that he was clean, so they gave him bread. This act saved David’s life. But, in addition to feeding David, the Priests of Nob gave him Goliath’s sword with which to defend himself.

King Saul enlisted the help of Doeg, the Edomite Doeg, to punish the Priests. But Doeg not only killed the Priests of Nob, but the women, children and all the animals, too. This was a genocidal rage!

Another well-known Edomite was Haman from the Book of Esther who plotted to kill the entire Jewish people living in Babylon. Haman was a grandson of Amalek. Amalek was the grandson of Esau. Thus, Haman was an Edomite. The Book of Esther says he was an Agagite. The Book of Samuel identifies Agag as a King of the Amalekites. Agag’s descendant, Haman, conspired to commit genocide against the Jews.

Herod, the Edomite, committed genocide when he sent soldiers to kill all the babies under the age of 2 in order to get to Yeshua.


What color is Communism? RED! It doesn’t matter if Communism is in Russia, China, or South America…Or NORTH America – it is still RED! It is the secular hiding place of Esau!

One website defined Communism: “Communism is the bloodiest form of government ever conceived. (Remember, being bloody is an Esau trait). It enslaves the entire population, and rules through fear. Because it destroys property rights, it makes the production of wealth almost impossible. Since the use of one’s mind is no longer a method of creating wealth, Communism has only one method of production: Through hard physical labor. Communism is a brutal system of government. It does not just fail to protect individual rights, it establishes a system of violent force against them.”

Communism is an economic structure and political ideology that uses Esau’s curse of living by the sword as its standard for enforcement.

Communism, Fascism, Marxism and Socialism all purport to be different from each other. The truth is that these political ideologies are not different from each other. The only difference between them does not have to do with the desired result, but the method of obtaining that result. Socialism, for instance, desires to create a world elite where the wealthiest will be served by the poor, who will always be kept poor, and their numbers in check by the elite. The way socialism goes about this is via the “soft sell”…A slow progression into it so that the people don’t know what has happened until it is too late. (–Oohhh…That’s another Esau trait -). The desired result is to have world domination, nonetheless.

Let’s talk about domination, or dominion, for a minute. Isaac told Esau that when Esau would have DOMINION that would be the time when he would break free of Jacob. What is the Communist goal for the world today? To dominate! Are you beginning to see the connection of Esau to the modern economic and political ideology of Communism?
Communism seeks world domination, but they want to achieve it by revolution...civil war! Fascism wants to achieve world domination by foreign war. Now, Communists, Socialists and Fascists all commit genocide. And they don’t need any reason other than hatred toward a particular ethnic group. Marxism is a school of thought within Communism. Both are two words for the same approach. So, these terms are not different from each other. The only thing that separates them by definition is HOW to get what they want...And they don’t care how many get killed.

The Genocidal trait of the Edomites is found within the -isms of modern times. Who among the historical figures have committed genocide? Napoleon (a socialist), Hitler (a fascist), Mao Tse Tung and Pol Pot – Communists. Castro, Chavez and Che – Communists! THIS is why the Bible repeated several times the color of Esau. It was a HUGE hint to us!

Always remember that Esau is not only mixed into the House of Judah...NOW, he is mixed into the House of Israel, as well, because of the Diaspora at 70AD and the fact that the Edomites were captured by the Assyrians who also took the House of Israel captive. The spectacular violence of Roman, European and American history testifies of the presence of Esau hidden in these nations. Let me give you an example of genocide in a western nation where the House of Israel is hidden away. This comes from Britian. It was the British who taught the American Indians how to scalp people. It was the British Empire that first created concentration camps – not Germany. The first concentration camps of the 20th century were built in South Africa by the British at Transvaal to quell a guerilla uprising. Today, Americans are facing the same ugly spectre of concentration camps.

Now, in America, we see the rise of Communism...the rise of REDs. And it is a revolution that is very close to completion. We also are seeing the rise of Islam. We have already realized that Esau is hidden among the Muslims. And the Muslims have adopted Edomite violent traits. And because that is true, we should take a look at the similarities between Communism and Islam. The first thing to know about these two ideologies is that they agree with each other! And Islam is an economic, political and religious global force. We think that one is atheistic and the other religious. These are just words to hide the force behind them. In the Koran, in the chapter called Zuhruf, verse 32, it says:

*Is it they who would portion out the Mercy of your Lord? It is We Who portion out between them their livelihood in the life of this world: and We raise some of them above others in ranks, so that some may command work from others. But the Mercy of your Lord is better than the (wealth) which they amass.*

Who portions out the mercy of allah? “We”. Who is “we”? The people who are in control. They are who doles out the mercy.

Let’s stop here and define the word ‘allah’. You do know that Strong’s H423 is “allah” and one of its meanings has to do with “oath”. Its other meaning is “curse”. Well, ‘allah is the curse that is poured out for breaking of an oath. And what is the oath that has been broken so badly that God is now cursing the whole earth?

Dan 9:11 Yea, all Israel have transgressed your law, even by departing, that they might not obey your voice; therefore the curse – the ‘allah - is poured upon us, and the oath that is written in the law of Moses the servant of God, because we have sinned against him.
Zec 5:3 Then said he unto me, This is the CURSE – the 'alah - that goes forth over the face of the whole earth:

It is no accident that the moon god's name is Allah in Arabic and the word for curse is 'alah in Hebrew. The LORD God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob knew what He was doing making these two words sound exactly alike.

God identifies Edom with Babylon. Ps 137:7-8 "Remember, O Lord, the children of Edom, in the day of Jerusalem, who said Raze it, raze it," (i.e. make bare or destroy the Temple, as Edom did under the Romans,) "even to the foundation thereof." "O daughter of Babylon," who art to be destroyed; happy shall he be, that rewardeth thee as thou hast served us."

Quick question: Where are we now? Are we not in Babylon, MYSTERY Babylon? And why is Babylon now a worldwide system? Answer: It is because Esau has gone worldwide with the House of Jacob. And what is now dominant in the world? Communism and Islam. And what is Esau's purpose? To have DOMINION over the WHOLE House of Jacob!

Continuing with the Koran: "We raise some of them above others in ranks, so that some may command work from others." Those in control command work from the slaves.

“But the Mercy of your Lord is better than the (wealth) which they amass.” Oh good. Being enslaved is better than being wealthy.

There is no difference between the secular philosophy of the --isms and Islam. They both seek control – complete control! DOMINION! The Muslims and Communists have worked together ever since WW2, perhaps earlier. I’m sure you already know how the Grand Imam of Islam and Hitler had the same goal: to commit genocide to eradicate the Jews.

Today, there are SO many Jews who are Communists. Let’s be clear: Communist Jews are Edomites. We can look at history to see what I mean. There were many Jewish leaders during the Russian Communist revolt. Probably one of the most famous is Karl Marx. Did you know that Karl Marx was a Jew? His Jewish given name was Moses Levy Mordecai. The problem with Edomites is they have absolutely NO MERCY toward the Jews – or other Edomites, for that matter, unless there is an Edomite Jew who happens to be famous or have political power. You know, respector of persons... Edomites don’t have mercy toward anyone! It is THIS trait that makes it so easy to spot the Edomite.

Here is a US Army Intelligence report from 1919:

**US ARMY INTELLIGENCE REPORTS CONFIRM JEWISH ROLE IN SOVIET REVOLUTION, COMMUNISM**

This report came from Captain Montgomery Schuyler, who sent two reports to Washington in March and June 1919, describing in graphic detail the Jewish role in the Russian Revolution.

This first report from March 1919 was declassified in September 1957 and the original is still held in the US National Archives in Washington, open for public inspection. It was sent from Omsk on 1 March 1919, contains the following:

“it is probably unwise to say this loudly in the United States but the Bolshevik movement is and has been since its beginning, guided and controlled by Russian Jews...”
The second report, dated 9 June 1919, and sent from Vladivostok, said that “of the 384 commissars there were 2 Negroes, 13 Russians, 15 Chinamen, 22 Armenians and more than 300 Jews. Of the latter number 264 had come to Russia from the United States since the downfall of the Imperial Government.”

Shortly after the takeover of Russia in 1918, Rabbi Stephen Wise, the top Jew in the United States was asked his opinion of the revolution. He said, “Some call it Communism, I call it Judaism.”

The Song or Psalm of Asaph:
83:1 Keep not thou silence, O God: hold not your peace, and be not still, O God.
2 For, lo, thine enemies make a tumult: and they that hate thee have lifted up the head.
3 They have taken crafty counsel against your people (Israel), and consulted against your hidden ones.
4 They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel may be no more in remembrance.

This Psalm was referring to the nations invading Judah in the days of Asaph after the time of Solomon. Probably the time referred to was in 2 Chronicles 20, when Judah was invaded by Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites and the Arab tribes who were descendants of Ishmael and Esau…and who were adamant about destroying Israel then as they are now.

But notice that Asaph specifically says that they have consulted against His hidden ones. Who is hidden in the world today? The House of Judah and House of Israel – especially the House of Israel. We know about the House of Judah because they are the Jews living in Israel. But verse 4 is more specific than that. It says: that the name of Israel may be no more in remembrance. This talking about more than the State of Israel. It is a specific reference to the hidden House of Israel that is still scattered abroad in the world. In verse 3, it says they have consulted against your hidden ones…the House of Israel.

The mistake we make, particularly in Christian doctrine, is that Israel is only a place over there in the Middle East! Israel is not just in the Middle East. Israel – the whole House of Israel that includes Judah – is still scattered. This is why the Edomites, the Communists and the Muslims are preparing to kill people all over the planet. It’s an attempt to make sure that none of the House of Israel escapes this time; that everyone belonging to the House of Jacob will be killed!

We are now witnessing the far fulfillment, another attack on Israel by the same nations mentioned in Psalm 83. But, this time we must include other nations that were not known during Asaph’s time because not all the nations of the earth that come against Israel in the end were there in the time of Asaph. In particular, the attack is lead by the United States that, by the way, is now an Edomite, a Communist and an Islam-embracing nation.

Furthermore, today’s Communists are hiding behind the new term adopted by America’s Democrats: Progressives. That is what they call themselves. Snakes always have ways to squirm out of the grasp. These Progressives have an agenda: The spreading of Democracy.

Let me ask you this: What is the hallmark of Democracy? Is it not “elections”? Is that not what Democracy is famous for? Of course it is! Let’s keep in mind who created the elective process. It was Esau! Progressives, Communists, are spreading Esau’s democracy across the globe.
You've likely already read the sign that we have a Muslim Mamser in the White House who is trying to help the Edomites STEAL Jacob’s inheritance. The hope of the Edomites is to rule the earth from Jerusalem.

Let’s take a look at one of the most famous Edomite Jewish families in the world. The Rothschild’s. The Edomite Jews include the Illiminati Jews who, in turn, include the House of Rothschild. This family is one of the controlling families of the New World Order. Interesting they should use the Biblical phrase “the house of”, isn’t it? Suppose they’re related to “the House of Esau”? Rothschild is a Jewish name of a Communistic family. It has the red-shield, with the so-called “Star of David”.

From Wikipedia: Some Rothschilds were supporters of the creation of the state of Israel. But, in 1917 Walter Rothschild was the addressee of the Balfour Declaration to the Zionist Federation and he committed the British government to the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people. Isn’t it interesting the kind of power that is wielded by one lone Edomite! (Well...pay attention because you’re about to see even more power than that being wielded as we speak!) Later, Lord Victor Rothschild was against granting asylum or even help to Jewish refugees during the Holocaust.[14]

After the death of James Jacob de Rothschild in 1868, Alphonse Rothschild, his oldest son, who took over the management of the family bank, was the most active in support for Eretz Israel. The Rothschild family archives show that during the 1870s the family contributed nearly 500,000 francs per year on behalf of Eastern Jewry to the Alliance Israélite Universelle.

The history of Rothschild continues in the creation of the State of Israel. One would think they’re not Edomites, right? That they’re NOT Esau’s descendants, right? After all, they want there to be an Israel, right? Oh yes, the Rothschild’s want there to be an Israel. Let’s see why.

By the mid-1800’s, just as Zionism – the twisted Edomite doctrine of Zion that says Israel belongs to the children of Abraham, Ishmael and Esau - was about to be born from the work of Theodor Herzl in 1897, the Rothschilds actually debated the usefulness of a State of Israel as a tool for the New World Order. The Rothschilds are famous for funding BOTH SIDES of wars in order to profit from them. Can we not believe that they understood how the Middle East War Machine would be built on the back of the State of Israel and that the House of Rothschild stood to make HUGE profit from it? Rothschild, the Edomite Jews...

We’re going to discuss another well known term: Illuminati. This is a word that is based in Hebrew as the word hay-lel. It means morning star and it has to do with illumination. It is also the name of Lucifer! The Illuminatis, under their many religious orders – Shriners, Free Masons, etc. – take an oath to the moon god, Allah. As a moon god, it is Allah’s job to illuminate. Thus, Allah and Lucifer are the same being!

The Edomite Illuminati Jews are not true Jews. They are descendants of Esau. Per the Apostle Paul’s definition, a true Jew is one whose heart is circumcized. One with a circumcised heart belongs to and obeys the commandments of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The Rothschild’s are the foremost family among the Edomite Illuminati Jews. They are also Communists.

America is now ruled by Communists. Obama’s czars are all Marxists, Communists, Socialists and Fascists. Most of them are either Muslim or Jewish. All of them are descendants of Esau – they are Edomites.
Which brings me to the SIGN that is flashing “Tribulation Ahead”. It is the sign of the most famous Edomite of all: …Barack Hussein Obama! THAT’s your sign! Wait a minute! How can Obama be an Edomite? He’s not Jewish. Well, as we have seen, Edomites can be spiritual Edomites, physical Edomites or both. Let’s see what kind of Edomite Obama is.

Why is Obama’s birth certificate being withheld? Why was his birth certificate so curiously sequestered in a high security safety-deposit box in Hawaii? What is being hidden from the world? That he is a Muslim? That’s bad enough by itself, but the real reason is to hide the fact that he is Jewish. And his birth certificate is a highly prized document! It is being protected, not hidden!

You see, under the Laws of Halacha and the Siniatic Code (as annotated in the Talmud and represented in Deuteronomy chapter 7:3 & 4 that has to do with marrying outside bloodlines), the Doctrine of Matrilineal Descent states that the bloodline of Jewish ancestry is passed on through THE MOTHER! Guess what? Stanley Ann Dunham was half Jewish! Ergo, then, Barak Obama is a ‘Halachic Jew’.

He is 7% African, 43% Arab, 25% Anglo Saxon, and 25% Jewish. His heritage comes from the House of David, they say. He is a descendent of 2 Kings (King Edward I of England, William I King of Scots) and 6 Presidents (Madison, Truman, Johnson, Carter, GHW Bush, GW Bush).

According to an article written by Rosemary E. Bachelor, Obama is a descendent in the line of David through a descendent on his mother’s side who lived in England 400 years ago named Martha Eltonhead.

There have been many other presidents that had Jewish blood: Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Johnson and the Bushes to name a few. In fact, Lincoln had Jewish heritage. So why is Obama’s Jewish heritage such a big deal in this teaching? Because it makes Obama unique among all the Presidents of the United States – in fact, he is unique among all the rulers who have ever lived on earth in that he is the only one who can rightfully lay claim to the inheritance of ALL THREE monotheistic religions. This is Balaam’s legacy to the world. King Balak did not live to see the day when the curse of Midian’s intermarrying with Israel came to fruition, but we are seeing it!

Have you been wondering how America has so suddenly been flipped upside down? How did we get Communism in the White House? How is Islam so suddenly rising to prominence in America? Do you feel overwhelmed by it? Does everything seem to be coming at you like an explosion? And do you ask how the changes in America will affect the entire world?

No one from the regular Joe to the Fox News anchors seem willing to even entertain the notion that the United States and the entire world are being deliberately master-minded to crash and burn. Few are ready to face the Tribulation. Yet they are being deliberately crashed and there is coming the Tribulation. The entire world, with the US leading the way, is being deliberately brought to the knees. Why? That is the planned work of Esau through the Edomite, Barack Obama. It was planned a long time ago, but is only now coming to fruition.

Do not be fooled. Islam cannot rise to global power without the Edomite, the descendant of Esau, Obama. Why? Because the prophecy of who gets to have the dominion says it will be Esau who gets it. Nor can Communism rise to global power without Obama. Why? Because the prophecy of who gets to have the dominion says it will be Esau who gets it. It is taking all options
working simultaneously for Esau’s global domination to occur. It is taking military, economic, political and theological prowess working together to bring the globe to its knees and it is all being orchestrated by the descendants of Esau! THIS is why you have to know who is pulling the strings and is able to make everything happen simultaneously at this juncture in history! Only NOW do you see the force and power behind what is going on. There is no one military, no one economic method, no one political ideology and no one religion that can accomplish global dominion. Only with the power of Esau – the kind of power that toppled the tyrant Nimrod, the most powerful man on earth at that time – is this able to occur.

Obama is a physical Edomite, a descendant of Esau! Now, let’s see if he is a spiritual Edomite! He is a Communist raised in the Little Red Church, the East Shore Unitarian Church… According to its own website, East Shore Unitarian Church, located in Bellevue, Washington, got that name because of, "well-publicized debates and forums on such controversial subjects as the admission of ‘Red China’ to the United Nations...." They’re VERY big on “social justice”, the Progressive code phrase for Communism.

Obama follows the pattern of the Edomite, Balaam because of his parents’ intermarried cultural heritage. Some say he was groomed for his role by the CIA. I might add that perhaps the marriage between his father and mother was arranged. In fact, there is an underlying story at citizenwells.wordpress.com that proposes there actually was no marriage of Obama’s parents; merely a sexual liaison for the purpose of procreation. The reason for this line of thought is, apparently, no one can find a marriage certificate for the parents. There are only the divorce papers to suggest there was a marriage.

Obama came out of nowhere just like Esau in Genesis 36 where he moved into the territory of the Horites, then SUDDENLY — Voila! He’s in charge! Like Esau, he just moved in and took over. SUDDENLY! He sprang on the world like Esau springing out of that thicket to kill Nimrod!

Obama has the same personality as Esau in that he exhibits the same propensity for wanting to have his way. He is a smooth talking, cunning people stalker and he is more than happy to cut anyone off at the knees in one stroke if they get in his way! And he’s keeping his Edomite-ness hidden; he’s lying in wait!

He is a usurper just like his patriarch, Esau. Do you remember that I made mention that America is like the Roman Empire? Well, to round out this analogy, Rome once had an emperor born in Africa to a Roman mother and a black African father. His name was Septimus Severus. It seems Roman Emperors didn’t have to be born in Edomite Rome, either.

And Obama is an opportunist, like Esau. Obama was willing to turn Netanyahu into his enemy when he thought that would make him popular with the Muslims. When that didn’t make much difference, he reversed his position with Netanyahu. But is Obama’s friendship real? Of course not…And even the Muslims see that. The Koran has a mandate for them to lie to infidels. We in the west don’t operate that way, so we’re little slow on the uptake when we see this kind of thing happening right before our very eyes.

Obama is contemptuous of Israel like Esau. Obama’s world view has been formed by the Edomite way of thinking. Look at what he did to Netanyahu at the White House on March 26, 2010 when he openly and disdainfully snubbed Netanyahu before the entire world. I found it interesting that the snub centered around dinner. Hmmm…. Esau sealed his fate with a dinner, didn’t he? Obama, Esau, refused to serve Netanyahu, Jacob. Remember, the Bible said Esau
would serve Jacob, but Obama refused! It was this openly hostile act that was the definitive sign that Esau has broken Jacob’s yoke.

Obama is using the same tricks as the Hitler regime right down to the youth camps and using undue influence over our children in the public schools. He has the IRS, America’s Gestappo, examining people who disagree with him. He has the same kind of magnetic personality as Hitler, too.

Obama is a "Christian," a "Muslim" and “a Jew". He is an Indonesian, a Kenyan and an American. He is Black and White. He is even bi-sexual. He is a perfect leader for a new world bereft of race, nation and religion. In fact, he represents an alien Satanic force, the Edomite Illuminati, intent on enslaving mankind.

Have you ever noticed how easily Obama moves between the religious rituals of the three religions? He is fine praying in a kippah at the Wailing Wall, throwing a Pesach – and even calling it that instead of Passover – at the White House. Pesach is what Jews call Passover. A Christian President would have more likely called it Passover. But, Obama then turns right around, after Pesach, and throws an Easter Egg hunt. Later in the year, he celebrates Ramadan, then Christmas and Kwaanza.

He quotes from the Torah, the New Testament and the Koran, switching easily between them and twisting them all up together, mixing the good and the evil. Where was the first place we learned about the mixing of good and evil? With the Tree of Knowledge of good and evil in the Garden of Eden. Certainly, Obama is associated with ha Satan, the Serpent!

As a Muslim, he is a Sunni Muslim. Hater of Shi’ites and Iran which is why he is so willing to help Israel against Iran and may even be willing to have a nuclear exchange with Iran. It isn’t because he loves Jews or even other Edomites. It’s because he HATES Shi’ites! And Obama is part of the Illuminati Elite.

Obama says of himself that he “feels a sense of "kinship" with the Jewish community, and that he has been influenced in his life by Jewish writers, philosophers and friends.” Interesting…he failed to mention his partly Jewish, Communist family’s influence.

Among Obama’s closest friends are BOTH Jews and Muslims in the White House. I used to ask myself if they had a difficult time getting along. Now I know the answer is a resounding NO! They’re all Edomites – whether they are Jewish, Muslim, Christian, Communist – they’re all Edomites with the same agenda!

**Muslims and Jews among biggest supporters of Barack Obama**, UK Telegraph, Aug 27, 2010

"Muslims and Jews in the United States remain among the most ardent supporters of Barack Obama …according to polls”. How is it that ENEMIES can agree on how wonderful this man is? In the street, they would kill each other. But in the new American politics they agree. Apostle John had something to say about this situation that would exist at the start of the Tribulation.

Rev 2:9 I know your works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan
Rev 3:9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before your feet, and to know that I have loved thee.

Those who say they are Jews, but are not, are Edomites!

Esau had a long wait for a time when he could gain DOMINION over the whole House of Jacob. Look around the world. America is the last place that is not YET completely under the rule of an –ism or Islam. It seems that America was the last place where Jacob could run to. After America is gone, Jacob will have no further place to run. But wherever Jacob went, there went Esau. Esau now – and only now – has the entire world cornered and is getting it under his control.

Esau, via the new Edomite worldwide global government, is attacking the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. He is trying to destroy correct doctrine and is reintroducing the ancient Babylonian gods into the world, specifically the ancient Babylonian storm god under the guise of environmentalism. Why? These were the gods of Esau! And…He absolutely MUST destroy the credibility of the God of Israel in order to prove that he is the rightful heir to the land in which sits Jerusalem from where he intends to rule!

Now, let’s take a one more look at Obama’s connection to the Illuminati Elite. Since he hasn’t openly announced this connection, we will have to look at one of his closest buddies, George Soros, a Communist, Edomite Jew.

Wikipedia: “Soros was born in Budapest, Kingdom of Hungary, the son of the Esperantist writer Tivadar Soros. (Esperanto is the language the New World Order intends to force on the world as the universal language. Yes, they want to recreate the world as it was BEFORE the Tower of Babel). Tivadar (also known as Teodoro) was a Hungarian Jew, who was a prisoner of war during and after World War I and eventually escaped from Russia to rejoin his family in Budapest.[8][9]

The family changed its name in 1936 from Schwartz to Soros, in response to growing anti-semitism with the rise of Fascism. Tivadar liked the new name because it is a palindrome and because it has a meaning. Although the specific meaning is left unstated in Kaufmann’s biography, in Hungarian, soros means "next in line, or designated successor", in Hebrew, "foundation", and in Esperanto, it means "he will soar".[10] His son George was taught to speak Esperanto from birth and is a native Esperanto speaker. George Soros later said that he grew up in a Jewish home, and that his parents were cautious with their religious roots.”

Soros wrote an article called The Capitalist Threat, Atlantic Monthly, Volume 279, No. 2, February 1997, clearly signaling his politics to the world. He funds Communists. In fact, he funded the work of Van Jones, environmental advocate, civil rights activist and attorney. He was the first to leave Obama’s staff after Glenn Beck ranted about him.

The Executive Intelligence Review says that “he is the public face of the Rothschild bankers.” And he says of himself, "If there was ever a man who would fit the stereotype of the Judeo-plutocratic Bolshevik Zionist world conspirator, it is me” (Sydney Morning Herald interview, November 15, 1997).

Soros' Illuminati connections are clear and the pattern of his Jewish life is in line with Edomite Illuminati doctrine, and his hatred of Capitalism all brand him as a Communist and Edomite Jew. George Soros is as RED as they come!
By now, you probably have some questions on your mind. Like “is Obama genocidal”? That remains to be seen. Don’t put it past him. I remember from my childhood hearing preachers talk about a future President who would be so evil that he would slaughter American citizens. So, we need to watch out for this, but the thing that we REALLY need to see is the “Esau Effect” – the pattern” that I’ve been teaching you.

Is Obama the Antichrist? I don’t think so. He doesn’t meet the criteria. Could Obama be the false prophet? No. Here’s what Obama is for us: Obama is merely a SIGN to us that Esau has gained DOMINION. And this sign points to the fact that we are headed for the Tribulation.

Now, I’m going to out on a limb with a different idea about Obama. Following the patterns of scripture, we know that before Messiah comes, there is a forerunner, Elijah. And according to scripture, ha Satan always mimicks God’s plan. So, before the Antichrist comes, we should see a forerunner, someone who paves the way for him. Since Obama has exhibited the strength to shake off the yoke of Jacob, and the Islamic and Communistic ideologies are now present globally for the first time ever in history, it is my opinion that Obama is the forerunner of the Antichrist.

Esau’s dominion is now military, economic, political and spiritual. The purpose of the Beast is just this: to put an Edomite on the Throne of David and to rule the world from Jerusalem! But the Beast has to kill Jacob to do that! Who is Jacob? Believers in Yeshua.

After all that I’ve said, it would be easy to whip people up into a frenzy. But that is not the purpose of this teaching. The purpose of it is to help Believers identify their enemy. If you’re on the side of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, then His enemies are yours, too. The truth is that Obama could come and go in the world scene. It appears that his job has just been to get the dominion for Esau and push the yoke of Jacob from Esau’s neck.

We live in the most unique time in history. Jacob and Esau have filled the earth. There is no place where they can go to get away from each other. The confrontation is coming. How long will the world be under Esau’s thumb? No one knows. The Bible only tells us about the Tribulation period. But the length of time that Esau will be in power before the Tribulation is unclear. The Beast needs time to get organized. The Beast - Iran, Iraq and Syria powered by China, will rise as soon as the God of Israel is ready for Esau to make his final move against scattered Jacob. Obadiah is not clear on the details of when the House of Jacob and the House of Ephraim are able to destroy Esau, but most certainly they will because the LORD has spoken it.

All we can do is keep our eyes open. Stay in the trenches. When we see one of these Edomites, HIDE! Do not take up arms against them! Let God hide you in his wings.

Late in the Tribulation, John saw angry men shaking their fists at God and blaspheming heaven. (Rev.16:9) Is this not an apt description of Esau at the very end, defiant and still refusing to repent?

There is an irony in all this seemingly negative news I’ve just told you: As much as Esau hates God’s people, he actually ends his demonic career by helping to keep God’s people safe during the Tribulation.
Micah 2:12 I will surely assemble, O Jacob, all of thee; I will surely gather the remnant of Israel; I will put them together as the sheep of Bozrah, as the flock in the midst of their fold: they shall make great noise by reason of the multitude of men.

See...There are some Arabs that are in the process of storing up food and supplies for a disaster in the area of ancient Bosra right now as we speak. But there will come a time when the Arab leaders will not use those supplies. Those supplies will be used to sustain God’s people!

The controversy about whether the Jews are good or bad is not easily answered because the question itself reveals a total misunderstanding of WHO the Jews are by the person asking the question. This is because the wheat and the tares are so thick and intertwined ...and they really do LOOK ALIKE! And people don’t know that Esau’s Edomites are masquerading as Jacob’s Jews.

Now, let me give you a caution:

Deu 23:7 Thou shalt not abhor an Edomite; for he is thy brother: thou shalt not abhor an Egyptian; because thou wast a stranger in his land.

We Believers need to be careful. Esau is our brother. We are not to hate our brother. In fact, we must witness to the Edomites while we still can because God has made provision for them to come to Him just like us. We can disagree with Esau, but we must treat him with justice and kindness like the Torah teaches. We must give every Edomite Jew the opportunity to turn from Communism and alah – the curse – to the God of Jacob.

And you do know there is a reason for that, right? It’s because if we try to take care of esau ourselves, we’ll rip up the wheat along with the tares. There are jacob-ites – people who belong to the god of abraham, isaac and jacob - in christianity, judaism and islam. It isn’t just the edomites that are there. We dare not run the risk of treating a true brother badly because we take it upon ourselves to misidentify him.

Furthermore, if we take up arms against esau, he will surely kill us. During the tribulation, one of the destinations is to die by the sword. I dare say that is esau’s genocidal sword!

But more importantly, the task of separating the wheat from the tares is for god alone to accomplish. Only he has the knowledge and power to get it done. And only he is worthy to get the glory for it! So, let’s just leave it to god as we continue to watch how this all turns out.

We now see the sign of Esau’s dominion. It is clearly flashing “Tribulation Ahead!” And since we can clearly see this sign, it is time to separate ourselves even further from the beast system. Come out of the church completely. There is no commandment to stay in Babylon to try to heal it or rescue anyone as many in the Hebrew Roots movement seem so willing to do, keeping one foot in Babylon and one foot in the torah. No...the call is to come out from her! Come away from Babylon, from Islam, from communism. Do not even say the name of that evil moon god! And as the forces of communism start to weigh upon us, cry out to Abba. But more than that, let god’s people be echad once again. Let us stop fighting over nonsense and start loving and supporting each other unconditionally! And let’s draw closer and closer to the god of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. And finally, let’s rejoice! Yeshua said:
Luk 21:28 And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh.

So, now when you ask Abba “are we there yet?” Just remember you have seen a sign - “tribulation ahead!” It didn’t tell us how much farther we have to go or how many more evil, Edomite men will come and go from the world scene, but nonetheless, it showed us we are on the right road, headed in the right direction…and we know what to look for! It’s going to be quite a ride! Shalom!

Shalom!
Kimberly Rogers
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